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the ask

challenge

involvement

Acquire volunteers of college and high 
school age to both initiate and participate 
in “Swim for MS” fundraisers to raise funds 
for MSAA

AWARENESS

Increase awareness for “Swim 
for MS” among college and 
high school age students

funds raised

Increase total funds raised for 
the “Swim for MS” program

conversion

Increase conversion from  
receipt of info packet to  

executed event

• Although the most potential lies with a younger demographic, MSAA has 
had difficulty reaching the 14-25 age bracket

• Largest presence is with Facebook, but college age users are not as  
prevalent compared to other social platforms

• Fundraising initiatives must largely remain DIY, with minimal MSAA  
bandwidth available to advise volunteers
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research
methodology

survey
target audience

primary research secondary research

214 
surveyed

SWOT Analysis

• Competitive Analysis
• MYMSAA website
• Articles from respected websites, such 

as Forbes & more
• WGSN: Generation Z Research

214 surveyed

19-25 years old
75.7% (162)

14-18 years old
24.2% (51)

72.9%
19.6%

7.5%

college 
(currently enrolled)

high school

college 
(recently graduated)

(156)

(52)

(16)

involvement in extracurricular 
(select all that apply) / (Survey, 2019)

43%
(92)

14%
(92)

69.6%
(149)

23.8%
(51)

1% (10)

greek life

youth group

clubs/organizations

sports

none

target audience
involvement

90.2%
have donated or volunteered 
for a charity event
(Survey, 2019)
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research
F.O.M.O & social media

research
other motivations

More than 2/3s of people ages 18-35 experience 
F.O.M.O. This is also known as the fear of missing out 
(WGSN, 2018).

People who experience FOMO are more likely to value 
social media. Some psychologists have said that the 
fear of missing out is what makes social media so 
successful. FOMO drives people to utilize social media 
to let their peers know how much fun they are having 
(Very Well Family, 2018).

71% of our target audience participate in fundraising events 
because their friends are doing it (Survey, 2019).

62%par-
state that they are likely to follow along social media based 
trends (ex: ALS Ice Bucket Challenge) (Survey, 2019).

With social media being a huge presence in Generation Zs’ life, this target  
audience is heavily impacted by the fear of missing out (F.O.M.O) and are  
participating in events because they see that their friends are doing so.

key takeaway

Gen Zers are competitive and independent by nature, 
and they thrive on this. Hence, why social media  
challenges are being common (WGSN, 2018).

60%
of Gen Zers want to have an impact on the world,  
compared to just 39% of Millennials. They are socially
driven (Forbes, 2016).

factors for participation in charity events 
(select all that apply) / (Survey, 2019)

personally care

friends are doing it

volunteer hours

event is fun

someone i know was affected

87.4% 71.5% 47.7% 75.7% 71%
(187) (153)

(102)
(162) (152)
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• Young adults are socially driven and often  
experience FOMO when they see their 
friends at events or doing fun things over  
social media.

• No two individuals with MS experience the 
disease the same way.

key insight

don’t experience ms the same 
(Healthline)

research
multiple sclerosis

9
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#makeasplash

strategic concept:

#makeasplash

Focus on making an  
impact in more ways than 

one.

Connect with the  
universal FOMO felt 
among our Gen-Zers.

Interact with the  
campaign in a fun yet 

tangible way.

1110
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flight overview

awareness
march

engagement
april 15 - end of july

amplification
august 15 - end of feb

flight one:
awareness

• Educate the target on Multiple Sclerosis since March is MS awareness 
month

• Recruit Brand Ambassadors for #MakeASplash

objective

12
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One of the problems with MSAA’s social presence is that many of the creatives published do not fit the 
current creative trends that appeal to Gen Zs.  

Our campaign utilizes major trends from the creative world and focuses heavily on social media to 
keep the campaign top of mind. Pairing duo-tone images, bold fonts, and creative language, we hope 
to leave an impression on our target audience and to attract them into participating in our campaign 
because traditional marketing doesn’t work for Generation Z. Gen Zs respond to edgy and visual  
marketing tactics, such as GIFs and interactive stories (VisionTatic, 2019).

the creatives

awareness posts

more than 1 million

Animated sponsored Facebook post 
intended to drive users to wanting to 
learn more on how they can be part 
of the millions to help those with MS.

improving lives today

Animated sponsored Instagram post 
listing the equipments that MSAA 
provides to the MS community. This is 
way we can drive for donations.

think it’s time to dive in?

Interactive story that highlights the 
prevalence around MS in our target 
audience so that Gen Zs would want 
to learn more about multiple sclerosis 
and how to help the community.

testimonals

sarah and swim

During the last few weeks of March, we will release  
testimonals that talk about the benefits of swimming for  
those with MS. This will help prep us for the launch our  
#MakeASplash event in the next Flight.
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#makeasplash ambassador
Towards the end of the awareness stage of the campaign is when we introduce our #MakeASplash 
Ambassador Program, where we reach out to select universities and high schools across the nation to 
recruit our splash leaders. Potential recruits will find out about the program through sponsored  
Facebook and Instagram posts, as well as more academic platforms such as Handshake. On top of all 
of this, we have Swim for MS recruitment flyers ready to hand out around schools. The Multiple Sclerosis Association of America (MSAA) is looking for  

campus ambassadors to help us #MakeASplash by increasing the  
outreach and success of our Swim for MS program. 
 
Swim for MS is a DIY fundraiser that aims to raise money to assist those 
living with MS by providing them with services and equipment. 

• At least be a sophomore
• Involved on campus and actively 

participates in various  
organizations

• Philanthropic spirit and enjoys  
giving back to the community

QUALIFICATIONSabout msaa
MSAA is a national nonprofit founded 
in 1970. Our organization is dedicated 
to improving lives today through  
ongoing support and direct services 
to individuals with MS, their families, 
and their care partners.

requirements

• Serve as the main contact for MSAA and devoting 8 hours a month to  
executing promotional activities on campus

• Serve as the liaison between MSAA and RSOs on campus to assist in the  
execution of Swim for MS events

• Set up monthly tabling events to give out small items and disperse information 
about MSAA

• Give informational pitches in classrooms and club meetings encouraging  
people to get involved with Swim for MS

• Occasionally post on social media sharing information about MSAA
• Develop own creative ideas to help with the outreach efforts, help come up 

with event/fundraiser ideas
• Reaching out to local businesses to ask for donations that could be used as 

prizes

contact us at: swim@mymsaa.org
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flight two:
engagement

• Launch #MakeaSplash in order to illustrate how people can make an 
impact in the lives of those with MS.

• Set up engagement between our target and Swim for MS in a fun and 
casual way

objective

INFLUENCERS
To get #MakeASplash rolling, we will reach out to influencers to kickstart the campaign. These  
influencers will be doing different challenges to get their followers to participate and drive for organic 
content. An influencer might make his/her splash by getting pelted with water balloons or jumping in 
a lake. They’ll follow this up by asking their followers to help them MakeASplash. The influencers can 
also utilize the Instagram donate button to help raise funds for Swim for MS. Through these influencers, 
we hope a ripple of change takes places across social media.

 Some suggested influencers are as followed:

These individuals have the different niches within Generation Zs.

Barbara Dunkleman
canadian actress

drew gooden 
youtuber

fab 5 
queer eye
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different ways

from...to....

During this flight, we also have social ads to reinforce 
the idea of making a splash in several ways because
we want our target audience to participate and create
their own ways to #MakeASplash

welcome kit
With our kit, everyone who signs up for Swim for MS receives a revamped information packet. The  
informational packet will be a booklet so that our audience would want to read it. Currently, the  
informational packet is pages of paper stapled together, which is not working. The kit will also include a 
branded t-shirt, water gun, and the rockin’ cool box itself. We hope that with this revamped welcome 
kit our target audience will want to snap a photo and share it on social. This way #MakeASplash will 
spread and make people want to sign up.

Brand ambassadors will receive a welcome kit that includes a cheat sheet with some tips and tricks on 
how to set up a unique event at their campus so that no two events are the same, while others that 
sign up will receive the kit without a cheat sheet.
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website
With our website, we wanted to maintain the simple functionality of the current site while giving it a 
makeover to match our campaign. On the home page, we ask visitors if they’re ready to make a splash 
and give them a brief summary of our campaign goals. We’ve also re-made the “how to participate” 
section in a fun, to-the-point list format.  

flight three:
amplification

• Amplify Flight One and Flight Two through competitive college/high 
school tournaments that will be set up by #MakeASplash ambassadors

objective
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event posts
Within in this flight, you can expect creatives such as partnered Facebook events and Instagram posts 
tailored to each unique event taking place at our respective schools. This will help spread the word of 
the competitions to the members of the organizations, clubs, or greek life.

instagram stories
During this flight, our brand ambassadors will post Instagram Stories on the Swim For MS page.  
Organizations will also be recording the event for their own social page and asking their followers  
to donate to Swim For MS through a donation sticker. 
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CHALLENGE POSTS
Our hope is that after a successful competition event at one university, organizations and brand  
ambassadors will take it upon themselves to challenge other organizations at their own universities, 
which will be posted on the Swim For MS page.

recommended 
optimization

27
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optimization optimization 

As for the newsletter, we recommend a revamp to the newsletter so that users will be attracted to what 
they see in the email. Currently, the newsletter tells individuals to send their pictures via email.  
However, our target demo is way more willing to tweet or Instagram photos of themselves using the 
#MakeASplash as opposed to emailing them in. Hence, we would recommend you feature people on 
your social media accounts in addition to the email blasts. This will help spread awareness of what 
Swim for MS is. 

For future reference, we want to recommend that you use data more to find more success in recruiting 
individuals.

One simple way is to A/B test subject lines of emails. 
A/B is where you send out 30k emails. 15k emails is sent with 
one subject line, and another 15k with a different subject line. 

This shows which subject line gets a better open rate. 

Google Analytics: to analyze the traffic on your website to see 
which pages perform best. You’ll then be able to see where 

your website visitors are coming from, and demographic data 
about those visitors.
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media flow chart
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metrics/kpis

280 registrants and 87 teams
25% of registrants in target  
demographic
50% conversion from  
welcome kit to executed event
$53,000 raised

previous

350 registrants and 150 teams
50% of registrants in target  
demographic 
70% conversion from welcome  
kit to executed event
$75,000 raised

after

• Clearly defined strategy
• Fun, engaging messaging
• Modernization of style/design
• Tremendous creative potential

WHY CHOOSE US

3332
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